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Flynn did not stay for long beside Cathy.

The media was glued on to him due to his fame and position, and Cathy was a little perturbed.

Flynn had a few more words and then left.

A while later, Willow and Xavier walked the red-carpet hand in hand.

The high-profile pair had a dramatic split and yet appeared at sthe cene together, causing a large

commotion.

All camera lenses were focused on them.

"Mr. Xavier, did you not split with Willow a while ago? Why are you two attending this event as a

pair?"

"Was the news about your split merely rumors?"

"Or was there something we are not aware of?"

Facing the grilling of the reporters, Xavier smiled and answered, "Everyone please calm down.

We did indeed split, but there is nothing forbidding us from being friends, right?"

"Are you saying you are both attending as friends?"

Xavier nodded, "Of course, you can also take it as me courting Miss Xenos."

"Due to some misunderstanding of her actions, I was disillusioned, and thus I decided to call it a

day."

"However, soon I realized that she had her reasons, but she was not willing to take me back, so I

will need to court her again."

"She only promised to attend tonight's event with me after I begged for a long time."

Willow gracefully laughed, "This is our private matter, so I would beg everyone not to misfocus

on tonight's main event, the awards."

The pair's banter was the focal point of everyone's attention.

Most media were expecting the both of them to be winners, hence they went all out in terms of

photographing them.

Cathy glanced at the pair then turned away to check the time.

Faraway, Willow noticed Cathy who was sitting in a corner looking at her phone.

Her smile grew.

She knew it, Cathy was just putting on a front!

Now that Xavier and her were the focus of everyone, she must be filled with jealousy and regret.

Willow smirked in her heart, the smile on her face only grew sweeter.

She had prepared for a very long time for tonight.

Only perfection was acceptable; even the angle of her eyelashes was under strict control.

She would be picture perfect accepting the first award of her life.

After tonight, Cathy will be absolutely obliterated and pulverized by her with no hope of turning

it around!

'Ding-!'

Almost everyone at the scene had their phones ringing simultaneously.

All reporters had received a mail.

They all lowered their heads to have a look.

The scene was still buzzing, but as they raised their heads, the mood shifted.

Xavier, who was clueless, had his smile plastered all over while attempting to show some public

display affection, "Willow and I had a past, hence I do have high hopes for us moving forward."

The reporters were eerily silent.

Was Xavier still unaware of what happened?

A lady reporter coughed, "Miss Xenos, Mr. Xavier, do you happen to know Director Colin?"

"For sure."

Willow grinned, "Director Colin has been taking good care of me, I was almost the main actor in

his new film."

"Almost?"

The reporter sneered and showed the contents of her phone, "Miss Xenos, with the intimacy you

share with Director Colin, you were still unable to get the role?"

At the mention of Colin, Willow was flustered but her smile remained, "I am not following…"

Before she could finish, blood was soon drained from her face.

On the phone was a picture of her sharing an intimate moment with Director Colin.

Xavier saw it too.

His face was ghastly pale immediately.

"Mr. Xavier, are you aware of the relationship between Miss Xenos and Director Colin?"

"Miss Xenos, how long have you been in such a relationship with Director Colin?"

"Are you cheating on Xavier or was it a mutual agreement?"

"Xavier, we have heard of an upcoming collaboration between Director Colin and you, was this

the outcome of sacrificing your girlfriend?"

"Willow, was Director Colin the only director you have a relationship with? Is there anyone else?"

Instantaneously, the reporters bombarded Xavier and Willow with questions.

The pair was alarmed.

What started as a peaceful interview transmuted into a warzone.

Xavier snatched a reporter's phone.

The pictures in there were like slaps to his face.

Some were between Colin and Willow sharing a kiss by the beach. Some were pictures of them

playing in the bush, and some on the patio…

"Apologies, these are simply photoshopped, I will get to the bottom of it myself, please refrain

from speculating."

Willow's complexion was ghastly as she attempted to wriggle out of the situation, "The lady in the

picture looks distorted, it is impossible to be me."

"Impossible?"

Xavier's jaws and fists were clenching while he glared at her, "I am most familiar with what you

are like!"

He grabbed onto her collar with veins bulging and throbbing, "Willow, I would never imagine you

to betray me!"

"I have given you all my money to be trending on the media!"

"And now you're betraying me?"

"Xavier, listen to me, this must be a misunderstanding, a misunderstanding…"

Willow was attempting to defuse the scenario by soothing Xavier while frantically shoving the

reporters who were circling around them, "These must be photoshopped…"

"Pictures may be photoshopped, but not videos, right?"

Penelope held Tyrell's arms while slowly walking towards them as she questioned.

With that, the buzz died.

They were all unaware of what to expect from her.

With the tension mounting, Willow quivered, "What do you mean…"

Penelope chuckled, and pointed to the widescreen, "One minute, please make sure there are no

kids at the scene."

A few child actors' parents were startled and quickly led their kids out.

Everyone knew what was impending.

Willow's face was ashen as she tugged on Penelope's sleeve, "Penelope…"

"And now you know how to beg?"

Penelope cackled, "Have you forgotten how you were slandering me saying that I relied on men

to get to where I am now?"

"Just wait for my lawyer's letter."

With that, the large screen lit up.

…

The crowd was speechless.

In a corner, Cathy frowned while looking at the screen.

What is going on?

She was only going to use the pictures of Willow and Colin. Why did the videos surface?

"I got someone to take these."

A deep voice boomed besides her.

Cathy was taken aback, then turned around; Adrian was sitting where Flynn was seated with a

glint in his eyes, "No one would be convinced by a few pictures."

"You are so naïve, what if they retaliated, you might have to drink my wine again."

His lips curled upwards, "For the sake of my wine, I decided to help you out."
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